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Our world is broken. Our people are torn. The sun no longer rises. Evening no longer falls. In the

lands of endless sunlight, we fear the darkness, we forge swords, we march to war. In the shadows

of eternal night, we hide, we pray, we die. Soldiers of sunlight and children of darkness--we were

once one. We were torn apart. We must be one again.We are the people of Moth. Our world must

once more turn.
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Daniel Arenson has quickly became one of my favorite Authors. I have yet to read a book of his I

didn't love. He creates this unique worlds and characters that you just can't help taking in love with.

The world if Moth is truly like nothing I've read before. The world stopped spinning plunging one half

into never ending night while the other is full of sun light. But life adapted and time moved on.

People forgot that once the world did spin. As usual, Daniel has wrote another story that keeps the

reader on the edge of your seat trying to guess what's going to happen next and its never what you

think! Daniel's books are truly unpredictable.



As Eloria slowly falls to the army of light our heroes retreat to Ilar. Their hope now turns to the dying

words of a dragon, a promise to heal the world. But will it lead to salvation?Daniel turns the story to

a new direction. This latest chapter sees our heroes on new journeys to end the war, 3 paths must

be traveled each unique and an adventure on their own. Daniel paints new wondrous parts of Moth

growing this world into an even richer one.This is a world I hope to return to many times again.

Definitely a different story when a lot of books are copy catting history. Loved to finally be able to

explore the "light" side of things. Definitely left things open for the next series while tying off the

currently story line rather well.

I loved the first 3 Moth books! All are well written, well plotted and well paced. I have seen a few

reviews that say the way the heroes escape from problems is not realistic. You have to remember

these are fantasy books. I have been reading Science Fiction and Fantasy for 50+ years and I have

read many many books that were more outlandish, escape wise, then anything in Moth. This book,

as well as the first two in the series were page turners. You could relate to the characters and

wonder how they would deal with emotional situations they were in. I will not give away any secrets

here, but the last actions of the two main characters was amazing at how subtly it was revealed!

Buy these books, they are worth the read!!

I am really enjoying the series of Daniel Arenson he is a very good writer. I really enjoyed this book

is one of them that I had trouble putting down, and I didn't want it to end. Good characters it

referenced the books ahead so you got reminded of characters background which I loved about the

author.

After reading the first two novels, I simply had to read to next issue and look forward to reading all

the books in this saga. Daniel keeps the reader eager for the next page, correctly dividing the action

scenes of all the principal characters, with the peaceful reflections that the reader can easily be a

part of. Although these novels are fictional, the reader feels they are "there" during the journeys of

the title characters. Great job.

I have read 3 of the Moth Books and for now have had enough. I had hoped it would come to a

conclusion with the third book but I guess the author had more to say.All in all not a bad read.



Lots of action and adventure; good versus evil, and racism (between the two halves of the world,

sun dwellers and night dwellers, basically). The storyline has some interesting ideas for the overall

plot, and I enjoyed reading it, but it's not quite as good as Robin Hobbs, which is why I gave it only 3

stars.
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